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T AX REFORM IN SELECTED COUNTRIES OF LA TL~ AMERICA AND EAST 
ASIA: A COMPARATIVE VIEW 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Maria da Conceição Sampaio de Sousa l 

Depto. de Economia 
Universidade de Brasília 

Campus Universitário - Asa Norte - Brasília DF 
E-mail: mcss@guarany.cpd.unb.br 

Tax reform is becoming an important issue for governrnent all over the world. In 
developing as well as in developed countries we observe a common trend in refonrung the tax 
systems. This general trend comprises a move towards the reduction of trade taxes and trade 
liberalization ando through the widespread use of value-added taxes. an increasing emphasis on 
production and consumption taxes. Furthermore. we discem a movement toward the reduction of 
personal tax rates and the consolidation of the number of brackets. Finally. most of the reforms 
encourage reducnons m corporate tax rates and grant incentives to attract foreign direct 
investrnent. Such a package is by now largely applied by countries that have reformed their tax 
systems. 

Furthermore. there is a clear recognition that the objectives of macroeconomic stability 
and fiscal equilibrium are closely linked and mutually reinforced. It is difficult to achieve 
macroeconomic stability without deeply adjusting the public finances. Fiscal adjustrnent is thus 
considered a key component of stability programs ando within it, tax policy plays a critical role. 
On the other hancl rnacroeconomic conditions strong1y influences the process of tax reformo 
Hence. it ceased to be a long-term issue and is becoming a short-term concem. Tax reforms are 
also seen as an essential complement to industrial and trade policies. Indeecl a tax system heavily 
focused on trade taxes is no longer compatible with the new orientation of trade policies clearly, 
directed towards a higher degree of openness. 

Finally, adrninistrative reforms are necessary in ali countries that asprre to have a 
satisfactory tax system. In many countries administrative weaknesses and evasion constitute 
serious problems for the effectiveness of reformo This is why tax administranon has. recently. 
constituted a major component of tax refonn. 

in such a context. Latin America and East Asia are no excepnons. Tax reform in both 
regions. adopted the basic features of the above mentioned tendencies. Yet. we fmd differences in 
pattems of reform across regions. For instance. emphasis on equity goals was. clearly, a typical 
characteristic of Lann American reforms whereas in East Asia such a preoccupation played a 
secondary role. Also. the way reforms were implemented differed among the regions analyzed. In 
particular. differences where found concerning the persistence and stability of reforms. Finally. 
indexation is a typical characteristic that distinguishes Latin American tax reforms from those 
undertaken in East Asia. By now. many countries in the former region have introduced some kind 
of inflation-adjusnnent to their tax system whereas in East Asia such an adjus1hlent is not 

I The author would hke to thank Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnologlco (CNPq) and Japanese 
Soclety for the Promol1on of Science (J SPS) for suppon dunng the claboral1on of tlus papeL 
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widespread. This is hardly surprising since. historically. inflation rates have been much higher in 
Latin America than in East Asia. 

Therefore. the divergence between the panerns of reform across the two regions deserves 
to be invesngated. The objective of this paper is to analyze the experiences of tax reforms in Latin 
America and East Asia from a comparative perspective. In particular the paper examines the 
impact of reform on tax structures and income disuibution by nying to identify the elements 
responsible .for the effecnveness of tax reforms in both regions. As significant divergences are 
expected to be found across regions. the soundness and stability of reforms will also be analyzed. 
Finally. selected experiences of reform will be concisely discussed. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the impact of tax reforms on tax 
structures of Latin America and East Asia. Section 3 reviews the adm.inistrative aspects of reformo 
Section 4 analyses the relation between tax reforms and income disuibution. Finally. Section 5 
discusses the link between political and macroeconomic stability. on one side. and the 
effectiveness of reforms on other. 

2. IMPACT OF REFORM ON TAX STRUCTURES 

T ax policy plays a key role on resource allocation. mainly through its impacts on relative 
pnces. lt influences labor-supply effort and creates incentives to save and invest. Thus. it is 
important to identify panerns of reforms that would minimize the welfare cost of taxation. 
Optimal-tax theories provide rules for designing such tax structures. They endorse a panern of 
differentiated taxation and rarely recommend uniform taxation. Their main weakness comes from 
the fact that they are difficult to apply, partly because they depend crucially on the availability of 
good elasticity estimates. Moreover. the efficiency and vertical equity arguments which are part of 
the theory of optimal tax reform are difficult to be understood and thus to be politically supported. 
Finally, as optimal tax theory usually does not incorporate costs of tax administration and 
compliance it provides only a few useful guidelines for reforming tax systems. 

Since optimality in real world is rarely anained. recent tax reforms are increasingly 
becoming directed toward the achievement of greater neutrality in taxation by relying on more 
uniform tax rates. Although, from a suictly welfare perspective. uniform taxes are only advisable 
in special cases. they have a strong politicaL economic and administrative appeal. In particular. 
uniform taxation is easier to enforce and minimizes rent-seeking behavior. Modem proposals for 
reform clearly demonstrate strong preferences for base-broadening and aversion to exemptions 
and tax preferences (except those needed for disuibutive purposes). Hence. emphasis on neutrality 
and greater uniformity is a key features of contemporaneous tax reforms. 

In this context. the relevant question is to what extent recent changes in tax systems in 
Latin America and East Asia foUowed those prescriptions. A number of angles de serve to be 
examined. such as. How significant is the degree of tax differentiation and which rationale is 
behind the setting of tax rates? Could we identify in Latin America a clear tendency towards the 
utilization of tax systems excessively differennated with East Asia presenting a lower dispersion 
of tax rates? ls Latin America systematically more protected than East Asia. and has this point 
been taken into account in the designing of taxes? The rest of this section tries to provi de answers 
to these quesnons. • 
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2.1 REFORM OF CONSUMPTION TAXA TION 

Recent changes in consumption taxation have two main characteristics. First. the 
replacement of turnover taxes for the more modem value-added taxes has probably constituted the 
most important element of innovation in many refonn5. Second. the move towards greater trade 
liberalization is associated with the most important tax packages. At the sarne time. recent reforms 
seem to point towards an increasing specialization of tax instruments. in particular. value-added 
taxes are intended to raise revenue and so--at least in theory--they should be kept as simple as 
possible. while excises are supposed to add an element of progressivity to taxation of goods and 
services. Tariffs are being used for protective purpose rather than revenue raising even if for small 
countries trade taxes continue to be an importance source of revenue. Below we will analyze the 
role of V A T and trade taxes on reforms in Latin America and East Asia. 

2.1.1 Value Added Taxes 

The value added tax is by now adopted by about one hundred nations. Ali over the world. 
the replacement of the old and cascading sales taxes by the V A T represented a c1ear advance of 
the modem tax systems. The mtroduction of this tax has constituted one of the crucial elements 
for successful tax reforms. In the last generation. almost every episode of comprehensive tax 
refonn has involved the adopuon of a V A T2

. 

Latin America and East Asia also followed this panem. By now. the V A T is widespread 
in both regions. Table I shows the date of introduction and the position in mid 1995 of the rate 
structure of value-added taxes in Latin America and East Asia. The frrst obvious comment is that. 
as a rule. the value-added tax was introduced in Latin America much early than in East Asia. 
Brazil was the frrst COUDrry to introduce this type of taxation'. Among tbe different types of V AT 
taxes, the one based on the invoice methods were introduced in Latin America in the late 1960s. 
and have been adopted by West European and developing countries. Only very recently, the East 
Asian countries adopted a V A T. Except for Korea which adopted the V A T in 1977. East Asian 
countries introduced this tax during the late 1980s and in the 1990s. The last arnong the surveyed 
countries to adopt the V A T was Singapore. in 1994. 

Comparing V A T rales one notes that rates are consistently higher and more differenuated 
in Latin America than in East Asia. From inception.. the rate structure was much more 
differentiated within the former region. Of course. this may reflect the fact that the latecomers 
benefit from the expenence--inc1uding the mistakes--of the pioneers. Thus. East Asia tends to 
follow the intemational trend that calls for moderate rates applied to a broad base. There is also a 
tendency in that region to adopt more uniform rates. In Latin America multiple rale structure 
seems to be the political price which was paid for raising the basic V A Trate above 10 percent. 

Equity considerations may also partly explain the differentiation and the great number of 
exemptions that characterizes the V A T structure in Latin America. The more non-egalitarian 
income distribution in Latin America together with a lack of a comprehensive income tax and 
transfer system. Jed to tbe use of indirect taxes as an instrwnent for redistribution. oi East Asia 

2 One of the excepuons IS the successful 1974 Colombian refonn which emphasized mcome taxaUon. 
3 This country was the world plOneer in unplemenung value-added tax <througn the retail levei) m January. 1967 
Denmark cJosely followcd BraLil b:-' mtroducmg the V A T in July of the same vear. lndeed. dus ta,. was fIm enacted for 
Japanese prcfectures m 1950 but was never unplemcntcd (see Gillis(l989)) 
4lndeed. exempung baslC commodlues could make a slgnificant conmbuuon to the progressivJty of the mdrrect tax 
system (Bird (1987)) 
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with a better income disnibution. thus having no pressrng need to emphasize equity 
considerations. was able to prioritize efficiency aspects of the indirect tax system. Yet. it should 
be noticed that if a V A T is riddled with many rates and e~emptions lt may not offer many 
advantages over a turno ver taxo 

Table 1 1 
Value Added T ax Rates in Latin America and East Asia 

Countries V A T lntroduction Date 
i 

At lntroduction Julv 1995 
Latin America .., 
- Argentina Jan. 1975 16 2C,?1 
- Bolivi~ OCL 1973 5,10.15 14.92 
- Brazil Jan. 1967 15 9.11 
- Brazil5 Jan. 1967 15 17 
- Chile Mar. 1975 8.20 18 6 
- Colombia Jan. 1975 4,6,10 8.14,15, 
- Mexico Jan. 1980 10 15.lf 
- Peru Ju! 1976 3,20.40 18 
- Uruguay Jan. 1968 5,14 14.23 9 
- Venezuela OCL 1993 10 10.12.5.20 

East Asia 
- Indonesia Apr. 1985 10 10. 20. 35 
- Korea Ju! 1977 10 2.3.5.10 
- Philippines Jan.1988 10 10 
- Singapore Apr 1994 3 
- Taiwan Apr. 1986 5 5.15,25 
- Thailand Jan. 1992 7 7 

Source: Alan A Tait. IMFIFAD 
I Rales sho\\TI m bold type are lhe so calJed effecll\'e standard ralesltax exclusl\'e) apphed to goods and ser.lces nOl covered bv olher 
speclally lugh or low taxes~ 2. In force ior one vear starung on Apnl \ SL 1995'. supplernentarv V A T rales of 8 and 9 percent on non 
capital unpons. 3. Effecu\'e rate. leglslaled rate IS 13 percent: 4. On mterstate transacuons dependmg on reglon. 5. On mtrastate 
transacuons~ 6. The 15 percenl rate IS apphed lO msurance acqutred abroad to cover goods. transponatlOn nsks. slups. aU'crafts and 
veluc1es reglslered m lhe countr\'. pro\lded tlus ser.lce IS nOl encumbered m lhe countr\ of onp:m. 7 Startmp: on Apnl 1 st. 1995. lhe 
p:eneral rate IS mamtamed at 10 percent m border areas. except m lhe sale of real state wluch IS subJect to 15 percent. 8. The 18 percent 
rate mcludes a 2 percent rale of lhe Muruclpal Promotlon Tax~ 9 Venezuela apphes addttlona\ rates of \O percent and 2U percent on 
lhe consumpllon 01' IUXUTV goods 

Latin America is by now running against the international tendency of reducing rates and 
broadening the tax base. Indeed. except for Peru and Chile. Latin American counnies increased 
the basic VAT rate between the introduction date and July 1995. Such increases rnay have been 
prompted by the need to increase tax revenues corroded by a high rate of base erosion due to 
evasion and a plethora of tax privileges and exemptions. 

In most counnies of both regions. the value-added tax functions also as an incentive to 
trade. Exports and capital goods are usually exc1uded from the base of this taxo By not exporting 
taxes and by facilitating the transfer of technology, these counnies are able to improve their 
competitivity in international markets5 

. 

~ An exception is Colombia. whose V AT is dose to a GNP type where capital goods are only partly exempt. 
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2.1.2 Trade Taxes 

As previously saído reforming trade taxes is a natural complement to industrial and trade 
policies. The recent opening of developing countries to intemational trade and investtnent creates 
further constraints to tax options and pressed the govemments to adapt their tax policies. In 
particular. there is a clear Slgnaling that tax systems heavily based on trade taxes are difficult to be 
sustained in the long run and therefore should be revised. This section examines to what extent 
such factors.influenced reforrns in East Asia and Latin America. When comparing those regions 
two questions stand out: First. is Latin America effectively more protected than East Asia so that 
the scope for reforrn is much broader in that region? Second. does Latin America present a higher 
degree of tax rates dispersion so that reforrn should airn at a greater uniformity? 

It is well known that East Asia accepted the discipline of intemational trade much earlier 
than Latin America. Table 2 shows the striking dissirnilarity between the regions concerning trade 
liberalization and trade policies. Even relatively closed countries like Korea and Indonesia opened 
to trade long before the typical Latin American countryó. Out of the East Asian countries 
analyzed. four have always been open to trade ando even the relatively closed ones have low tariff 
rates compared to Latin America. Except for Taiwan. they present low leveis of nomariff barriers 
and no East Asian economy has significant black market prerniurns in the sample period. 

Latin America' s situation is radically different. As recently as the mid-1980s the 
protectionist view sponsored by EC LA - United Nations Econornic Commission for Latin 
America - was still highly influential in many countries. Industrial policy was strongly based on 
import substitution policies which played down the role of prices on resource allocation. As a 
result Latin America' s externai sector was probably the most distorted in the world. lmport 
protection. both in terrns of tariff and nontariff barriers. was extremely high as shown in table 3. 
One major consequence of such policies was a strong bias against exports. 

Again, as was the case of the V A T, during the pre-reforrn periods. tariff dispersion was 
much higher in Latin America than in East Asia. The development strategy based on import 
substitution created highly dispersive tariff structures as it can be seen from Table 3. As an 
example. during the 1960s. BraziL Chile and Colombia had the highest rates of tariff dispersion in 
the world. These high dispersion leveis did not follow from oprimal theory recommendations. 
They were. according to Edwards (1994). "the result of decades of lobbying by different sectors 
to obtain preferential treattnent'· and therefore brought about serious distortions on resource 
allocation. 

in such a context. it is clear that the answer to the frrst question above is affmnative. 
Doubtlessly. the scope for reforming trade taxes was much broader in Latin America than in East 
Asia. By the end of the 1980s. in line with the intemational tendency towards greater integration. 
Latin America began its process of trade liberalization. The pioneer country was Chile. which 
between 1975 and 1979 reduced substantially its degree of protection. This country adopted a 
uniforrn tariff rate between 10 percent and 15 percent. 

6Sachs and Warner. op. Clt. 
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Table 2 
S 1 e ecte d lnd lcators o ra e Ipenness fi fT d O L atm Am enca an ast la d E As' 

Countries Year of Opening 
\ 

Average Tariff ! Quota Avera~e I Black Market 

\ \ 

Latin Arnerica 
I 

- Argentina 1991 0.294 0.055 
- Bolivia . 1985 0.129 0.042 
- Brazil 1991 0,159 0,047 
- Chile 1976 0.213 0.098 
- Colombia 1991 0.310 0.520 
- Costa Rica 1986 0.157 0,703 
- Mexico 1986 0,082 0,064 
- Paraguay 1989 0,463 0,370 
- Peru 1991 0,409 0,370 
- Uruguay 1990 0.207 0,030 
- Venezuela 0,182 0,002 

East Asia 
- Hong Kong has always been open 0.0 0.001 
-lndonesia 1970 0.137 0.101 

- Korea 1968 0.137 0,100 
- Malaysia has always been open 0,087 0,045 
- Philippines 1988 0,221 0,467 
- Singapore has always been open 0,016 0,005 
- Taiwan 1963 0,073 0.375 
- Thailand has alwavs been o--º-en 0.294 0.055 
Source: Sachs and Warner (1995), tables 2 and 6, 

A verage Effi ectlve R ates o fP rotectlon m 
Table 3 

M f: 'O anu actunng m eve opmg c 
Countries 1960s 

I 

ERPd STD6 Latin Arnerica Year I i I 

- Argentina 1969 95 100 
- Brazil 1967 80 46 
- Chile 1961 346 634 
- CoJombia 1969 88 166 
- Costa Rica 1968 23 15 
- Mexico 1960 32 24 
- Uruguay 1968 411 304 

East Asia 
- Korea 1968 14 44 
- Malaysia 1963 32 58 
- Philippines 1965 42 130 
- Singapore 1967 6 10 
- Taiwan 1966 84 62 
- Thailand 1969 16 29 
a: Unwelghted average efTecu\'e rate of protecuon: b: Standard devlauon of ERP 
Source: Heltger (1987). Table 3. p, 256 

Year I 

1977 
-
-

1979 
-

1970 
-

-
1970 
1974 

-
-
-

Premium 
1970s i 1980s 

I 0.38 I 0.34 I 

\ 

0.23 I 1.19 I 

0,19 0,36 
2.12 0.19 
0,09 0.05 
0,21 0.40 
0,02 0.21 
0,45 0,04 
0,45 

i 
0.04 

0,27 0.02 
0,00 0,47 

0,00 0,00 
0.03 

I 

0.04 I 
I 

0.09 0.09 
0,00 0.00 
0,08 0,11 
0,00 0,00 
0,05 0.06 
0.00 -0.01 

ountnes. 1960 1970 s- s 
1970s 
ERP' , 

STDh 
, 

46 46 
- -
- -

56 27 
- -

39 34 
- -

- -
68 66 
60 82 
- -
- -
- -
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By now. most Latin American counnies have reduced tariff rates and are moving towards 
more simplifted tariff structures. Additionally. another important goal of Latin American trade 
reforms has been the reduction of the degree of dispersion as it can be seen from table 4. lndeed. 
not only the prohibitive maximum rates were reduced as minirtmm rates were. in some cases. 
increased. 

R an!!e.o fim lPOrts T 'ff S I an sm e ecte 
Table 4 

dC ounmes o f L 
Coumries 1980s 

Year I Minimum I Maximum , 

Early Refonners I - Bolivia 1985 0.0 20.0 
- Chile 1987 0.0 20.0 
- Mexjco 1965 0.0 100.0 

Recent Refonners 
- Argentina 1987 0.0 55.0 
- Brazil 1987 

, 
0.0 105.0 

- Colombia 1966 i 0.0 I 200.0 i , 
- Costa Rica 1966 I 1.0 100.0 I I 

- Paraguay 1984 ! 
I 

0,0 ! 44.0 
- Peru 1987 I 0,0 

) 

120,0 
I 

- Uruguay 1966 10.0 46.0 
I 

- Venezuela 1987 0.0 200.0 
Source Edwards (1994). Table 2. p. 20. 

atm Am enca (I n percentage) 
Currem 

I Year I Minimurn Maximum 

I 1991 5.0 10.0 
1992 11.0 11.0 
1992 0.0 20.0 

1991 0.0 22.0 
1992 0.0 65.0 
1991 0.0 15.0 
1992 5.0 20,0 
1991 3.0 36.0 
1992 5.0 20,0 
1992 10.0 30.0 
1991 2.0 40.0 

As said earlier, the adjusonents required in the East Asian counnies. was much less 
compelling. Except for the Philippines. they were among the early reformers and thus their trade 
policies were less distorted. Compared to Latin America. trade barriers were lower and tariff rates 
less dispersed. To face the increasing pressures of a globalizing world. most of the East Asian 
countries had only to cope with frne-tuning adjustrnents. In Latin America. the need to undertake 
fundamental trade tax reform was required to guarantee the feasibility of the opening processo 

Regarding export taxes. both regions follow the international trend to reduce the 
importance of these taxes. Except for Costa Rica and Malaysia. in recent years no country derived 
more than one percent of GDP from export taxes. Costa Rica exports basically agricultural 
products and cannot rely on corporate income taxes to collect revenue. Thus. this country has no 
bener alternative than to tax agricultural production through export taxes. lndeed. export taxes in 
Costa Rica are a proxy for a land taxo Malaysia taxes both agricultural and oil exports. 

2.2 RECE~T TRENDS L~ INCOME TAXA TION 

Reform of income taxation has been an important part of tax reforms. Measures adopted 
by reformers generally aimed at encouraging the taxation of income on a less distortionary way. 
Such measures often include rate reductions and anempts to establísh simple and well-defrned 
bases. This section will briefly describe the main points of these reforms and compare the panerns 
adopted by each region. 

Countries in both regions have followed the international tendency to reduce maxunum 
personal income tax rates and simplify tax structures. Bolívia adopted a flat rate of 10 percem and 
Uruguay only recently reintroduced a tax on personal income. The notable exception to this 
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tendency is Singapore. where the personal income tax system continues to have a large number of 
tax rates. Furthermore. in Latin America. there was no preoccupation with increasing minimum 
rales neither there was a concern for surtaxing the richer. Consequently. revenues from this 
source are dwind.ling in the region7

. 

lt is WOrth noticing that radical personal income tax reforrns are likely to be found in Latin 
America. While East Asian countries follow a more predictable pattem. Latin American reforms 
incorporate ~ather audacious tax changes. For instance. Uruguay in 1974 and Bolivia in 1986 
were apparently the only countries in the whole the world to abolish personal income taxes8

. 

However. such drastic simplifications are costLy to impLement - including in politicaL terms - and. 
so they tend to be more difficult to sustain. Not infrequently. they are quickly dismantled. That 
was the case of Bolivia. where the elimination of personal income tax was reverted. Uruguay also 
reintroduced this tax recentl)'. This unstable pattem hinders the credibility of reforms and 
undermines the confidence on the tax system. 

Regarding corporate taxation. both Latin America and East Asia. following worldwide 
trends. reduced rates and tried to enlarge the tax base. OnLy BraziL did not foUow this trend for a 
certain time. The Brazilian corporate income tax rate increased between 1980 and the earlier 
1990s9 and this country bas also maintained a myriad of tax incentives. Only recentLy. reforms are 
succeeding in putting the Brazilian rates in line with the world.ly tendency. By now. we observe a 
convergence on tax rates across regions and countries. Most countries flXed their rates around 30 
percent. Exceptions are Chile and Hong Kong where rates are much lower: respectively 15 
percent and 17.5 percent. Oil is heavily taxed in both regions. 

Concerning withholding taxes. considered an important element of reforms. there are 
significant differences across and within regions. lu Latin America rates vary greatly. ranging 
from zero to 35 percent. Chile applies a high and uniform rale on di vi dends. interests and 
royalties. Moreover. this counrry does not have preferential rates for particular--treaty-- countries. 
Argentina. Brazil and Venezuela exempt dividends and apply relatively low rates for mterests. In 
East Asia. Hong Kong. following its tradition as a successful financiai center. does not have 
withholding taxes. Notice that rates are more differentiated in Latin America. Only Chile and 
Bolivia use uniform rates whereas in East Asia the variability of tax rates is much lower than in 
Latin America. As was the case with the corporate income tax. partial recent reforms show a 
tendency to rate reductions in most countries of both regions. 

Up to now the discussion was centered around changes in nominal rates. However. 
experiences with tax reform call attention to the gap between nominal and effective tax rates. Such 
discrepancies are brought about by distortions present in the economy as well as tax exemptions 
and privileges that drive a wedge between nominal rates and the ones effectiveLy applied. 
Consequently. the relevant informanon on the magnitude of the tax burden may not be adequately 
reflected by nominal rates but by the evoLution of effective rates. These rates indicate to what 
extent the after-tax rate of return on capital differs from a given before-tax rate of return ando 
therefore. constitutes a better basis to evaluate the effect of tax refonTIS. 

7See Receita Federal 1994) and SampaIo de Sousa (1996) 
i/t should be noticed Ihat in Uruguay mtroduced personal income taxes for lhe fITst trrne in lhe early 1960s~but Ihat ta" 
never raised significant Tevenue. 
~hc corporal; tax rale in BrazIl mcludes a general rale of taxo a surcharge. a state capital income tax surcharge and a 
contnbuuon to lhe social secunty system. The total corporate tax rate m 1992 was over 50 percent (mcluding lhe 
wlthholding tax). The state surcharge has been elurunated . and m 1996 corporauons pay a 15 percent baslc rate. a 10 
percent surcharge on net profits over R$ 240.000.00 and asoclal contnbuuon of 8 percent on net profits. 
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Effecrive rates depend on several factors. Depreciarion allowances. inventoI)' cost 
deducrions and tax incenrives may strongly affect the company' s tax liabiliries and thus should be 
taken into account for a more accurate assessment of effecrive taxarion on capital. A relevant 
quesrion is to assess how the countries examined had to reform taxes in order to marntain their tax 
systems environrnent attracrive for foreign direct investrnent. Two further points are: How 
effecrive tax rates evolved in Latin America and East Asia? Did they have follow the same trends 
of nominal rates? 

Recent studies have shown that effecrive rates tend to be much higher in Latin America 
than in East AsiaIO

• Such a result is basically expJained by the existence. in Larin America . a more 
distorrionary indirect taxarion. In particular. higher trade taxes on capital goods (tariffs) in the 
former region are responsible for the high effecrive rates observed. Mintz and Tsiopoulos (1996) 
have found that the removal of capital tariffs may greatly reduce effecrive capital taxarion. They 
also found that sales and excise taxes impose a significant burden on the purchase of capital 
goods. These results are consistent with our previous analysis in which we have shown that trade 
tariffs were much higher in Latin America than in East Asia. So. in spite of the fact that in recent 
reforms tax policy changes in Latin America followed the internarional trend and were designed to 
reduce tax distorrions. this movement was not replicated by effecrive rates. In the region a 
considerable effort is srill required to make capital taxarion more neutral and efficient. The 
analysis of Mintz and Tsiopoulos clearly indicates a direcrion to reform: if Latin America is to 
attract foreign capital it has to reduce domestic taxarion so that effective rates could be lowered. 11 

Another crucial element of direct-tax reform has been the integrarion of the systems of 
personal and corporate income taxes. Although no full integrarion scheme is applied in any part of 
Latin America and East Asia. there is a movement toward such integration in both regions. In 
East Asia. partial integrarion of personal and corporate income taxes is adopted by Malaysia and 
Singapore. Profits are taxed at the corporate leveI, but credit is provided for the corporate tax paid 
if profits are distributed to shareholders. Indonesia. The Philippines and Thailand use the principIe 
of separate taxarion thus incurring in double taxarion. In Latin America, onJy Chile and Mexico 
integrate the withholding tax on dividends with the corporate income taxo In January 1996. Brazil 
introduced a form of integration where corporate profits become free of withholdings or personal 
income taxes when redistributed. Mexico e Colombia reduced corporate tax rates in order to make 
them comparible with personal rates. Finally, it should be stressed that integrarion has been carried 
out also to prevent tax arbitrage and remove distorrions. A highly distorrionary direct tax system 
reduces potenrial profits. increases the corporate tax burden and thus hinders investment. 

3. T AX ADMINISTRA TION 

Weak tax adrninistration is a widespread characterisric of most of the tax systems 
ana1yzed. Yet adrninistrauve effecriveness is crucial to the success of reforms. There is now an 
ample consensus on how to achieve such administrative efficiency. In particular, reforms shouW 
envisage the simplification of the tax system. Complex tax rules are thought to provide strong 
incentives to avoid and evade taxes thus undermining the ability of the tax system to collect 
revenues and achieve horizontal equity. The removal of exemptions, loopholes and concessions. 

~ 

10 See Boadwa~' and Shah ( 1995 l. Mintz and Tsiopoulos ( 19961. SampaIO de Sousa ( 1996) among others. 
11 Sampaio de Sousa (1996) shows that indirect taxes p1ay a central role m govemment fmances m Latin Amenca. The 
skewed income distribunon together \\ith the poliucal instabihty m the regIon represenl a senous limItauon for 
significant mcrcases m thc role of dircct taxes --spccially personal and property rclated taxcs. In addiuon. the high 
rehance on indIrect taxauon IS explained by the difficulues of taxmg the relauvelv large agricultura! sector. 
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the use of presumptive taxation. and withholding tax. among other measures. are endorsed by 
fiscal specialists as actions to simplify tax administration and curtail evasion. By making tax laws 
simpler. it is possible to concentrate ad.ministrative resources to audit and collection activities l2

. 

Finally. tax enforcement is also essential for the success of tax reforms; it can be achieved through 
the effective use of sanctions and penalties. 

To what extent Latin America and East Asia. when adjusting their tax systems. have 
followed th~se well-accepted recommendations? First. it should be noted that the scope for tax 
evasion seems to be more important in Latin America than in East Asia. The likely causes are 
related to the complexity of tax structures in the former region which is partly explained by the 
fact that multiple aneL sometimes. inconsistent roles are attributed to the tax system. In Latin 
America. until recently, the tax system was used not on1y to collect revenues: it was supposed also 
to correct income disparities and protect the economy. Such multiple objectives increase 
administrative costs and create incentives to tax avoidance and evasion thus resulting in significant 
wedges between statutory and effective rates. In East Asia. it appears that a more restricted vision 
about the role of taxation has led governrnents to adapt their tax system on a more consistent and 
simple manner. 

Regarding tax enforcement. we fmd a distinctive characteristic between Latin America 
and East Asia. lt is well known that it is difficult for any govemment to enforce tax too harshly on 
politically influential groups. Yet, in the latter region.. except for Philippines. the absence of large 
inequities meant that the govemment had no need to struggle against powerful industrial or landed 
groups13. Consequently. it was much easier to implement and enforce the required tax changes. In 
Latin America the situation was different. Not infrequently, strong political pressures prevented 
the enforcement of property and wealthy taxes and, repeatedly, threatened the continuity of 
reforms.'~ Here it is worthy to repeat that the Philippines' pattem is more in line with the Latin 
American typical experience. Powerful landlords together with a highly protectionist business 
class effectively prevented the Philippine state to collect taxes from real property and reform a 
highly distortionary trade taxation 15. 

Stability, transparency and honesty are also crucial to achieve and marntain the 
indispensable popular support required by successfully implemented reforms. The misuse of 
public power and public funds, the concessions of advantages based on illegal practices like 
bribery rnay seriously hinder the credibility of tax reforms and undermine the incentives for 
voluntary compliance. Hence. the probity of public officials and politicians is a fundamentai 
element to guarantee the society's indispensable endorsement of the required tax changes. 
Conceming this question.. do Latin America and East Asia face the same constraints and behave 
in a similar way, or do they follow a different pattem? What can be said about the differences 
between Latm America and East Asia on such matters? 

unfortunately, those are not easy questions to answer. Indeed. it is very difficult to have 
objective rneasures of govemment honesty and transparency as they involve concealed actions 
ando not infrequently, illicit transactions. Yet, a roughly indicator exists: the Intemational 
Corruption Ranking (lCR) published annually by the Gottingen University. The ICR tries to assess 

12Frequent tax audits. to force compliance and guarantee revenues. are very lIDportant. speclally r~dom audits. as 
opposed to targeung oruy the large taxpayers. Enforcmg taxes mamly on the largest comparues may maximize revenue 
but a150 tend to encourage lhe expansíon ofthe ínefficíent.les5 taxed. sectors ofthe economy. 
13ln T alwan and Korea. land reform and foreign occupauon contributed to weaken such groups (sce Rodrik ( 1994)) 
14 See Arellano and Marféin (1989). Urrutia (1989). Bírd (1989. 1992) 
15 For a good d.Jscusslon about the Phihppmes' case. see Fontes (\ 989) 
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the degree to which public officials and politicians in particular countries are thougnt to be 
implicated in corrupt practices. It is based on the perceived levei of corruption and do not 
necessarily reflect the real levei of corruption. 16 A score of O means that a country is perceived as 
totally corrupt; 10 that it is perceived as totally clean. No country scores 10 or O. The variance 
indicates the degree of deviation among the assessments made by differem sources. 

The ICR indicator and its variance for Latin American and East Asian countries are shown 
In Table 5.41n the Latin America except for Chile, countries rank very low indicating that 
individuals and finns do not think very hign of public officials and politicians. The Chilean result 
confirms the findings of Haberger (1989), who attributes most of the success of reforms in Chile 
to "the cultivation of a clear sense that the law was being enforced evenhandedly" and that "the 
VIPs were not able to escape the tax net." East Asia clearly presents a higner average. Singapore 
has the highest ICR of the sample, comparable only to best marks of the developed countries. 
showing the people's confidence on the bureaucracy and rulers. Hong Kong. Malaysia and 
Taiwan also perform very well while the Philippines and Indonesia present scores comparable to 
lowest Latin American scores. These results indicate that the conditions for obtaining popular 
support for the introduction and maintenance of reforms are. very probably. more propitious in 
East Asia than in Latin Amenca. 

Table 5 
Corruption Rankings in Selected Countries of Latin America and East Asia - 1996 

Countries Ranking Score Variance 
Latin America 
- Argentina 7 3.41 0,54 
- Bolivia 8 3.40 0,64 
- Brazil 12 2.96 1.07 
- Chile 3 6,80 2,53 
- Colombia 13 2,73 2.41 
- Ecuador II 3,19 0.42 
- Mexico lO 3,30 0,22 
- Venezuela 16 2,50 0.40 
- Unweighted Average 3,53 

East Asia 
- Hong Kong :; 7,01 1.79 
- lndonesia 1:- 2.65 0,95 
- Korea 5 5.02 2,30 
- Malaysia 4 5.32 0,13 
- Philippines 14 2.69 0.49 
- Singapore 1 8,80 2,36 
- Taiwan 6 4,98 0,87 
- Thailand 9 3.33 1.24 
- Unwei2hted Average 5.00 
Source: TransltlOn: The News Lener About Refonrung Econorrues , Vol. 7. N" 7 -8. July-August 1996, p. 16-17 

Nevertheless. honesty and transparency do not suffice to guarantee the success of reforms. 
Their implementation is greatly helped by the existence of a competenl honest and efficient 
bureaucracy capable to administer the multiples tasks inherent to refonns. This is~ not an easy 
requirement. In many countries of both regions such a bureaucracy is not available. Yel in East 
Asia particularly in Singapore. Taiwan.. and Korea the higher concern for education contributed 

16More details about this index ean be found m the internet (http://wwwuru-gonmgen.de/-uv.vwhcr.htm) 
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to create a relatively skilled labor force that pennitted the fonnation of a competent bureaucracy. 
well-paid and socially respected. This bureaucracy together with a clear-sighted political 
leadership that consistently emphasized economic priorities certainly played a crucial role on the 
region' s remarkable perfonnance and has surely contributed to the success of tax refonns. 

Latin America faces a different situation. Urrutia ( 1989). referring to the Colombian case. 
noted that "a poorly paid bureaucracy. with little social prestige is particularly prone to leave 
powerful taxpayers alone and to investigate them not to increase taxes but to obtain bribes.·· Of 
course there may be exceptions across countries. but Urrutia' s vision certainly does not represent a 
particular case in the continent 17. According to Ascher' s words. in Latin America '"the very 
initiative of tax refonn typically puts the tax administrator on the defensive18

" Administrative 
refonn is often considered an implicit disapproval of the current methods of tax management and 
perceived as a threat to the position and prestige of tax bureaucrats 19. This perception certainly 
hinders the implementation and enforcement of refonns. 

Finally. refonns in both regions have made efforts to create a unique taxpayer 
identification number and fostered the computerized processmg of tax retums thus facilitating the 
cross checking of infonnation. Tax collection was channeled through commercial banks. This 
minimized the connections between tax officials and taxpayers thus reducmg the risk of 
corruption. 

4. T AX REFORMS AND INCOME L~EQUALITIES 

Whereas considerations of income distribution and vertical equity were prominent during 
the 1960s in discussions about tax refonns. emphasis was shifted afterwards to economic 
neutrality. administrative considerations. and horizontal eqUlty. Little concem with income 
distribution in recent years reflects a general reduction of interest arnong specialists regarding 
distributional issues due to a disenchantment with the results of govemment-directed policies. The 
available empirical evidence seriously questioned the potential redistributive impact of refonns 
even if tax policy. mainly in Latin America continues to claim the goal of attenuating social 
inequalities. As a resulto recent refonns are increasingly onented towards tax neutrality and 
efficiency issues. 

This section inqurres into what extent such tendencies were followed in each region and 
how tax policies were employed to influence the region' s profile of income distribution. Has East 
Asia as well as Latin America extensively made use of tax policies to correct income disparities? 
When adopted. did refonns pursuing vertical equity achieve the goals intended or were they 
income-ineffective. that is. did they increase or decrease inequalities in Latin America and East 
Asia? Were the modifications on the tax systems progressive or regressive? Answers to these 
questions are not simple as they involve multiple elements. In particular. they depend on 
controversial tax incidence assumptions as well as they involve the relationship between the 
nominal and effective progressivity of taxes. 

POf course. lhe c1ear exceptlon IS Chile as we prevlOusly nouced. Colombla IS also consldered to hllve lhe bcst ta, 
system In Latm Amenca and recentlv made senous efTon to lmpro\'C tax adnurustrauon (see McLure and Zoàro\\ 
(! 991)) 
18 

Archer ( 1990) 

190n the Issues of adnurustrauve rcforms see Bird ( 1989). McLure and Zodrow ( 1991 ). McLure and Pardo( 1991 ) 
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To tackle these issues. it should be noted that there is a marked difference between Latin 
America and East Asia regarding the role played by taxation on mcome distribution. In Latin 
America anempts to redistribute income tended to rely heavily on tax policy while in East Asia it 
seems that efficiency rather than equity considerations predommated on the detennination of the 
system of taxation. 

• In Latin America the results of such anempts are extremely disappointing. This confums the 
fmdings~of several studies showing that taxation is a ver)' poor device to correct income 
disparities generated by market imperfections and successive interventionist policies. 20 In this 
region. the adoption of complex tax systems that aimed at reducing social disparities did not 
significantly change income distribution. The difficulties In administering these nominally 
progressive tax systems produced perverse effects. Very often. this forrn of taxanon tumed out 
to be highly regressive because its complexity encouraged tax evasion. Govemments reacted to 
the shrinking of its revenue by imposing higher tax rates and thus created an additional 
incentive for tax evasion21

. 

• In East Asia the bener income distribution lessened the need to use taxation as an income 
redistributoT. The tax system was directed instead to generate the revenues required by the 
expansion ofpublic expenditure policies. Such policies have been quite efficient and played an 
important role in creating and preserving a more equitable forrn of economic growth. In 
particular. public spending with basic education --an important deterrninant of income 
distribution-- were above the average of developing countries. contributing to increase the 
supply of skilled labor~. Consequently, productivity gains associated to a very efficient 
absorption of modem technology increased wages and employment thus reducing poverty and 
anenuating income disparities. 

In the light of the new evidence. East Asia seems to have made a bener choice. Indeed. 
policies of public spending appear to be more efficient than tax policy in anenuating income 
disparities and reducing poverty leveis. Promoting equality by increasing the availability of public 
goods is a very prornising route as recent studies have shown that the potential of public spending 
to reduce economic inequalities have been underestimated 23 

What are the reasons behind such divergent panem') Why did Latin Amenca and East 
Asia choose opposite ways with respect to the distributive role of taxation? Although we can not 
summarize the complex and numerous forces at play. the influence of three imponant factors. 
narnely. income distribution. intellectual beliefs and inflation should be emphasized. 

First. the extremely high leveIs of income disparity that characterizes Latin America is a 
natural justification for the adoption of more equity-oriented reforrns. Increasing social pressures 
led successive govemments to try to minimize the long-terrn trends of inequality through tax 
policy. In East Asia an initially bener income distribution coupled with a labor-intensive 
development strategy reduced poveny and lessened the distributive pressures. This region was. 
thus. able to escape the pitfalls of complex distributive-oriented tax systems2

-l. 

20See lhe exceHent survey bv Bird and De W ulfT (1973 \ on lhe Latm Amencan case as weH as Pv1dic (977) and 
Snod!!Tass ( 1977) 
21See-Bird and de WulfT (1973). Altunir (! 994). Shah and WhaHey (1991) 
22See Barro and Lee ( 1993) 
23Haberger ( 1977). Goode ( 19841. Sen (19811. Comes (1982) among olhers. 
24 For data on mcome distribullon see Table A-I m lhe appendix 
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Furthennore. the role played by inteHectual beiiefs should not be understated. As 
previously said. EC LA . s economic doctrine which downplayed the market element and pointed 
to a higher degree of state intervention certainly contributed to the development of distributive
oriented tax incentive programs adopted by many Latin American countries. As a result of 
ECLA' s influence. the action of the state was clearly extended beyond its traditional functions. 
Pressed by a skewed income distribution and motivated by a strong populist tradition. Latin 
American governrnents tended to adopt tax policies that emphasized redistribution and minimized 
the risks of.inflationary pressures inherent to fiscal imbalances.2S In East Asia in spite of the 
existence of a marked state intervention. such interference was clearly distinct. As Tanzi and 
Shome (1992), pointed out. in this region "the governrnenf s role was limited to its traditional 
functions, namely, the provision of social and economic infrastructure. the maintenance of a stable 
macroeconomic framework and the promotion of growth." Governrnent actions were not 
conflicting with market forces but airned at reinforcing those forces. 

Finally, the regressive nature of the inflation tax and its negative impact on poverty and 
income distribution should not be overlooked. In Latin America, the tradition of governrnent 
fmancing through inflation surely represents an additional burden on the poo~o. On that account. 
most Latin American countries refonned their tax systems to include inflation adjustrnent. Yet. as 
tax indexation is not complete it creates a bias against wage earners and may distort the income 
distribution. As an example, in a partly indexed tax system. inflation often raises effective tax 
rates on labor income while reducing them on capital income. This occurs because workers' wages 
move into higher tax brackets ("bracket creeping") whereas nominal interest deductibility reduces 
the corporate income tax base. So. in the presence of inflation. fuH indexation. more than 
extremely differentiated tax structures. may contribute to neutralize the distortive effects of 
taxation. 

5. ST ABILITY AND REFORMS 

Fiscal imbalances and macroeconomic desequilibrium may considerably increase the 
need for changing the tax system. Very frequently, refonns tend to be undertaken by countries 
plagued by large fiscal deficits and inflation. Weaknesses on public fmance and expenditure 
control put strong pressures on taxation systems and enhance the urge for a change. 
Macroeconomic instability. as shown by high inflation rates. may also deteriorate the public 
fmances and lead to additional pressures to change taxes. This section examines to what extent 
such factors influenced refonns in East Asia and Latin Amenca. 

5.1 Macroeconomic Stability 

Let us firstly analyze the macroeconomic factors that launch the need for tax refonns. 
Here we fmd a striking difference between the two regions analyzed. Undoubtedly, the 
macroeconomic context was sounder in East Asia. Indeed. except for the Philippines. most of the 
countries considered enjoyed a stable economic situation over the period analyzed. That helped to 
maintain governrnent revenues and prevent major fiscal crisis. In Latin America in contrast. 

25Vanous stumes have shown that popuhst policies have been extremely mefflcient to reduce the social inequaliues thal 
charactenze Latln Arnenca. An excellent analvsis of econonuc populism m Latm Arnenca could be fmd m Dombusch 
and Edwards (990)' ~ 
26Even m a high]v mdexed countrv like was Brazll until recently. the inflauon tax paid by the lowesl quintile as a share of 
their mcome ;ea~hed 1.6 percent m 1990 (Cardoso (1992)). For Laun Arnencan countnes thal lack a sophisucated 

indexauon system. tlus ta ... could be much Iugher. T anLl (1993). recently calculated that revenue fiom selgneunage was 

much higher in Latín Arnenca than in East Asia. 
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macroeconornic instabilities are much more common. Such instabilities put a great strain on 
govemment fmance and may cause strong revenue pressures. In particular. under high inflation the 
existence of collection lags for tax payments may affect substantially tax collection and lead the 
govemment to alter the tax structure to maintain revenues:!7. Revenue fluctuations have certainly 
strongly influenced the nature of tax reforms in Latin Arnerica. Periods of relatively high 
revenues led to revenue-losing tax reforms --"deforms"-- such as those in 1977 in Colombia and 
in a number of Latin Arnerican countries (e.g. Bolivia), hiperinflation caused a collapse of the 
fiscal system and triggered reforms. 

TItis di verse pattem can be summarized as follows: Latin Arnerica has experienced wide 
fluctuations in tax leveIs in relatively shon periods of time. whereas in East Asia those movements 
were much less dramatic. For instance. Argentina and Bolívia exhibited very strong variations in 
the levei oftaxation in the period28

. On the other extreme. Hong Kong has a remarkably stable tax 
system. lts main tax - the tax on eamings and profits. EPT - has not been modified since mid 
1950s. 

TItis poim can be better understood with the help of Table 6. lt shows the variance of the 
total revenue/GOP and taxlGOP ratios for the period 1975-l992?' The variance is generally 
much higher for Latin America than for East Asia. The notable exception in East Asia is 
Singapore which presents a very high variance for this ratio. comparable to the highest rates in 
Latin America. Yet the reasons behind those pattems are quite different. The higher variance for 
Singapore is explained by increases in non-tax revenues while for Latin Arnerican countries such 
changes could be attributed to the connection between taxation and macroeconomic policies 
(Tanzi (1989)). 

Results shown in Table 6 also suggest that frequent adjustrnents contribute to maintain the 
stabilíty of the tax system. Countries which frequently adapt their tax structure to new economic 
circumstances tend to present a lower variance in the levei of taxation. expressed as a percentage 
of GOP. TItis seems to be the case in both Latin Arnerica and East Asia. For example. Korea, 
with its fine-tuning policies has the lowest variance of the sample. In Latin Arnerica, Colombia 
and Mexico have the more stable leveis of taxation thanks to their frequent and coordinated 
changes in the tax system. On the opposite side. Brazil presents the highest variance which 
probably reflects the fact that in the period 1967-92 there was no significant reform of its tax 
system. 

5.2 Political Stability 

So far were analyzed reforms induced by intense macroeconomic and fiscal crises. Such 
reforms. even though highly needed. present a clear deficiency that may jeopardize their long run 
objectives. As shown above acute fiscal crises may restrict reform effons to ad hoc changes -
usually rate increases and creation of new taxes-- stimulate evasion. hinder the transparency of the 
tax system and make revenue collections unpredictable. Tax reforms which are launched in 
response to such crises will probably emphasize changes in tax rates rather than the required 
changes in the broader tax system including tax administration. 

271 anzl ( 1978) has shown lhat losses m tax revenues for a countr\" wilh a ratlo of tax revenue to GDP ~qual to 20 and a 
rate of inflauon of 40 perccnt a year willlose 1.1 percent of GDP if lhe lag collecuon IS t\\"o monlh. and 2.1 percent If 
the lag is four months. 
18ln Ãrgentma lhe tax ratIo fell from almost 20 percent m 1974 to 13 percent m 1975: It TOse to over 23 percenl of GDP 
in 198Õ and fell agam 10 17 percent m 1983. and rose agam to 23 percent in 1986. Boli"la has a sunilar record. 
29For Argentina lhe penod covered was 1975-1989 
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Table 6 
Variability ofGovemment Revenues in 

Selected Countries of Latin Arnerica and East Asia 1975-1992 
Countries v . bT f G R ana lltv o ovemment evenues as a percent o fGDP 

Total Govem Revenues T ax Revenues 
Variance I Rank Variance ! Rank 

Latin America I - Argentina 13.79 5 2.59 10 
- Bolivia 6.14 7 3.06 9 
- Brazil 19.75 I 5.99 3 
- Chile 15.66 2 1.66 13 
- Colombia 1.29 15 0.16 18 
- Costa Rica 5.62 I 9 3.48 8 
- Ecuador 4.35 12 4.52 6 
- Mexico 2.29 14 0.53 17 
- Paraguav 2.04 16 0.58 16 
- Peru 14.12 3 8.30 .., -
- Uruguav 5.27 II 0.79 14 
- Venezuela 9.76 6 18.43 I 

East Asia 
- lndonesia 4.00 13 4.90 5 
- Korea 0.29 18 0.69 15 
- Malaysia 5.74 8 5,32 4 
- Philippines 5.58 lO 1.75 12 
- Singapore 14.12 4 4.37 7 
- Thailand 2.10 15 2.30 11 
Source Author" s calculauons 

Past experiences In developing countries suggest that refonns tend to be more successful 
when they are not motivated by strong unrnediate economic and political pressures. The relevant 
question here is Why some countries can afford to reform their tax system in absence of such 
major crises'" The answer to this question is likely to be found on the polítical element of refonns. 
The establíshment of a broader polítical consensus about the importance of attaining fiscal 
equilibrium may greatly help the introduction and implementation of reforms. Once such a 
consensus is achieved there is no need to wait until the situation becomes uncontrollable to try to 
correct the shortcornings of the tax system. Successful reforming countries like Korea lndonesia 
and Colombia undertook tax reforms without being pressed by immediate fiscal crisis because 
they enjoyed a relatively stable political structure. In lndonesia and Korea lack of political 
opposition greatly helped to contemplate long-term view of tax modificanons") In the 
Philippines, the lack of a stable political consensus resulted in reform failures. In Latin America 
CoIombia the counrry with the best records with reforms has enjoyed a remarkable political 
stability since the 1960s. 31 

>OIn lndonesia. for mscance. the govemment was able to mtroduce ta\: measures to compensated the expected declme In 

oil rcvenues resulting from refonn 
31Such balance was ;chieved after years of extreme mstabihty durmg the J 940s and 1950s. Thís penod. kno\\n as "La 
Violencia" was highly dlsrupuve for the Colomblan soclety and led the pohtlcal ehtes to make sohd pohtical 
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Thus. continuity in decisionrnaking achieved by means of political compromise is 
essential to conduct and implement tax reform successfully. These fmdmgs are in accord with 
recent studies that show that political stability is an important determinant of growth32

. Again. as a 
mie. those conditions were better fulfilled in East Asia. lndeed. as shown bv Sachs and Warner 
(1995)33 among the countries that recentlv suffered extremelv domesti~ unrest caused bv ..... .. .. .. 
revolutions. coups and chronic civil umest we fmd five Latin American countries and only two 
East Asian countries. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Apparently, the main ingredients of tax reform were not very different between Latin 
America and East Asia. This is hardly surprising as the reforms undertaken in both regions 
followed the general world tendency. Their intellectual inspiration. very frequently, carne from 
the sarne selected group of international fiscal specialists which are in agreement on the essential 
points of tax reforms. The reforms proposed envisaged to simplify tax structures. reduce trade 
taxes. replace the cumulative sales tax by a value-added tax. reduce the economic distortions 
associated to taxation. improve administration and increase revenue collection. The only clear 
difference is the emphasis put on equity goals in Latin America whereas in East Asia such a 
preoccupation played a secondary role. 

Nevertheless. results are different according to the region. In East Asia. except for the 
Philippines. the tax reforms adopted seem to have been much more successful. Of course. more 
stable macroeconomic context contributed for the successful implementation of the required fiscal 
adjustments in this region. In contrast. the highly unstable economic context in Latin America 
reduced the effectiveness of fiscal policies. Also. one should not forget the fact that some East 
Asian countries, like Korea early diagnosed correctly that the success of these reforms required an 
efficient administration. Thereby. steps were taken to improve that aspect of reforms. 

The political e!ement in determining the success of tax reforms should not be understated. 
lt is well known that tax reform needs politica! support. The more political unstable Latin America 
had much difficulty in reaching the necessary politica! consensus required for successful 
imp!ementation of tax reforms. Such a consensus was so much difficu!t to reach as. in general, 
the changes required by reforms in Latin America tended to be more significant than the ones 
demanded in East Asia'''. 

The political instability that characterizes Latin America is reflected in the frequency 
stability and quality of its tax reformo East Asia. having a more stable political systern, was able to 
implement and assure the continuity of the modifications in the tax system whereas in Latin 
America too often. the effects of reforms were partly canceled by strong political pressures. Not 
surprisingly, Colombia where the political situation has been more stable, presented lhe best 
results in adjusting its tax system. lo East Asia the political instability of the Philippines strong!y 
restricted the ability of the govemment to raise taxes. Because of the feudal basis of political 

comprOlruses to aVOId political polanzatlon. The unperatlve of aVOIdmg destabilizmg COnfllcts was accepled by the 
leadersrup ofthe two major pohtical partles. 
32 Alesma and others (! 992 l. and Barro (! 991) among olhers. 
33 Table AI. p 69 
J~ An example of the unportance of pohtlcal stability for achievmg success m tax reforro is the lndoneslan case. As Gilhs 
(1989) pomted out. lhe contmUlty of lhe goverrunent and techrucal ehte in lhls country was a crucial factor explauung lhe 
success of lhe 1983-1986 reforms. 
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power. in this country. the operation of a democratic decision-making system led to fiscal 
paralysis: the subsequent authoritarian governrnent did not succeed in implementing the necessary 
reforms. 

Another important aspect of tax reform concems the stability and persistence of tax 
reforms. Here. we can identifY distinct panems across regions. While in East Asia results of tax 
reforms tend to be more permanent. in Latin Arnerica the situation is diverse. In this region. even 
when reforms are successful in simplifYing the tax system. there are strong pressures to come back 
to the old complexity. According to Bird (1992). the typical Latin Arnerican panem includes a 
drastic simplification of the tax system followed by a gradually increasing complexity motivated 
by polítical and economic necessities. This process continues up to the point where the 
complexities become uncontrollable and require another drastic reformo Such a seesaw panem 
undermines the confidence of investors and hinders economic growth. 

Finally. as Gillis (1989) pointed out. tax reforms tend to be more successful when they are 
not a response to severe short-term fiscal crisis. Without the pressures of acute crisis. policy 
makers and fiscal specialists have time to assess the consequences of major changes in the tax 
structure. to consider improvements in tax administration and solve the numerous problems 
associated with implementing tax reforms. In this respect. Latin Arnerica is also lagging behind 
East Asia. Indeed. in the former region fiscal adjustments are too often a response to punctual 
desequilibria and therefore have a lesser chance of contributing to a durable improvement of the 

r tax system -) . 

The greater exposure to world markets may also have compelled East Asia to design a 
more efficient tax system in order to maintain intemational competitivity. As for Latin Arnerica 
its relative economic isolation until the end of the 1980s. precluded the existence of significant 
pressures to adopt less distortionary tax systems. Therefore. the process of opening to trade and 
investment put a renewed urgency to reform the tax systems of Latin Arnerica in line with a more 
competitive world. 

Last. but not least. notwithstanding what has been said above it should be kept on mind 
that Lann Arnerica has moved--and is still moving--towards a much more market-oriented 
development strategy. As part of those policies the continent is reforming its tax systems in a 
consistent direction with an open economy to trade and capital movements. Therefore. one should 
expect. in a near future. a convergence between the two regions analyzed regarding taxation. 
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APPENDIX 

Table A-I 

lncome nequalitv In Selected Countnes of Laun Amenca and East Asia 
Countries 

Latin America 
- Bolivia (1990) 
- Brazil (1960-89) 
- Chile (1968-94) 
- Colombia (1970-91) 
- Costa Rica (1961-89) 
- Ecuador (1992) 
- Mexico (1950-92) 
- Peru (] 971-94 ) 
- Venezuela (1971-
1990) 

East Asia 
- Hong Kong (1971-91) 
- lndonesia (1964-93) 
- Korea (1953-88) 
- Malaysia (1970-89) 
- Philippines (1957-91 ) 
- Singapore (1973-89) 
- Taiwan (1964-93) 
- Thailand (1962-92) 

Gini' s Coeeficient Ratio of top quintile' s share of 
Average Minimum Maximum income to bottom's quintile 

42.04 
57.32 
51.84 
51.51 
46.00 
43.00 
53.85 
47.99 
44.42 

41.58 
33.49 
34.19 
50.36 
47.62 
40.12 
29.62 
45.48 

42.04 
53.00 
45.64 
46.00 
42.00 
43.00 
50.00 
42.76 
39.42 

37.30 
30.70 
29.82 
48.00 
45,00 
37,00 
27.70 
41.28 

42.0 
61.76 
57.88 
54.50 
50.00 
43.00 
57.90 
55.00 
53.84 

45.18 
38,59 
39,10 
53,00 
51.32 
42.00 
33.60 
51.50 

8.58 
23.07 
14.48 
13.94 
13,13 
9.82 
17,12 
9.21 
10.93 

9.46 
5.22 
6.29 
14.18 
12.00 
6,71 
4.67 
11.65 

Source: Deininger and SqUlre (1996). Table I, p 574-577. 
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